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Natural

Selection

and

Culture

Peter J. Richerson and Robert Boyd
analogsof generationlengthand the mating system are differentfrom, and more
variable than, their genetic analogs.
selection are not necessarily the same. (Accepted for publication 14 February1984)
Such differencesin transmissionpatterns
we call the asymmetrybetween the two
systems.
Darwin'stheory of evolution by natu- those used in the neo-Darwiniantheory
Finally, the naive individualacquiring
ral selection is often portrayed as anti- of organicevolution, they can be called an item of culture is an active decisionthetical to theories invoking the inheri- Darwinianmodels of culturalevolution. making participantin the transmission
This article considers the role of natu- process. To some extent, we choose
tance of acquired variation. Darwin
himself, however, maintainedthat inher- ral selection in culturalvariation (Boyd what traits we learn from others, but a
itance of acquiredvariation was impor- and Richerson 1981, Richerson and zygote cannot choose its genes.
tant in natureand quite compatiblewith Boyd 1978).How does naturalselection
the action of naturalselection. This view act on a system of culturallytransmitted FORCESOF CULTURALEVOLUTION
continued to be important until the variationwhen it is also actingon genetic
The goal of the Darwinianapproachto
1930s, when Darwinism became firmly inheritance?
culturalevolution is to understandcullinked with Mendeliangenetics.
tural change in terms of the forces that
Recently an interest in human social WHATIS CULTURE?
act on cultural variation as individuals
from
several
has
led
theorists
learning
We define culture as informationac- acquire culturaltraits, use the acquired
disciplines to reconsider the consequences of inheritanceof acquiredvaria- quiredby imitatingor learningfrom oth- informationto guide behavior,andact as
tion. Social scientists (Campbell 1965, er individualsand able to affect an indi- models for others. Forces are those
1975, Cloak 1975, Durham 1978, Ruyle vidual's phenotype, usually behavior. processes that increase or decrease the
1973) have used the analogy between Althoughour definitionemphasizes that proportionof people in a society who
genetic and culturaltransmissionas the cultureis a system for the inheritanceof hold particularideas about how to bebasis for a general theory of culture. acquiredvariation, it is well within the have. The evolutionaryforces that affect
Several biologists have considered how range of anthropologist'sdefinitions of culture are divisible into three classes:
culturallytransmittedbehavior fits into culture (Keesing 1974, Kroeber and randomforces, decision-makingforces,
and natural selection acting directly on
the frameworkof neo-Darwinism(Boyd Kluckhohn1952).
In some respects, cultural transmis- culturalvariation.
and Richerson 1983, Lumsden and WilThe random forces are the cultural
son 1981, Pulliam and Dunford 1980). sion and genetic transmission are simiOtherbiologists and psychologists have lar. For example, the skills and dis- analogs of mutationand drift in genetic
used the formal similaritiesbetween ge- positions transmitted during the transmission.Intuitively, it seems likely
netic and culturaltransmissionto devel- enculturationof childrenby parentscre- that random errors, individual idiosynop theories describing the dynamics of ate behaviorpatternsthat are difficultto cracies, and chance transmissionplay a
culturaltransmission(Cavalli-Sforzaand distinguishempiricallyfrom genetically role in behaviorand social learning.LinFeldman 1973, 1981, Cloninger et al. influencedpatterns. The great difficulty guists, for example, have documenteda
in allocatingthe variancein measuredIQ good deal of individual variation in
1979, Eaves et al. 1978).
The idea that unifies this work is that to underlyinggenetic and culturalvaria- speech, some of which is probablyransocial learning or cultural transmission tion clearly shows this (Cavalli-Sforza dom individualvariation (Labov 1972).
can be modeled as a system of inheri- and Feldman 1973).
Similarly, small populations might well
In other respects, culturaland genetic lose rare skills or knowledge by chance
tance;to understandculturalchange, we
must therefore understand the micro- transmissiondiffersharply.First, culture from, for example, the prematuredeath
scopic processes that increase the fre- is transmitted when an individual ob- of the only individuals who have acquency of some culturally transmitted serves the behaviorof others or when a quiredthese skills (Diamond1978).
variants and reduce the frequency of naive individualis taught by an experiOne decision-making force, biased
others. Put another way, to understand enced one (the model in social learning transmission,resultswhen naive individculturalevolution we must account for theory, Rosenthal and Zimmerman uals exposed to a variety of models prefall the processes by which culturalvaria- 1978). Thus behavior modified by trial- erentially imitate some rather than othtion is transmitted and modified. Be- and-errorlearning can subsequently be ers. A second decision-making force
cause the resulting models resemble transmitted;culture is a system for the results when individualsmodify existing
inheritanceof acquiredvariation.
behaviorsor invent new ones by individSecond, patterns of culturaltransmis- ual learning. If the modifiedbehavior is
Richersonis with the Instituteof Ecology, Universi- sion differfrompatternsof genetic trans- then transmitted, the resulting force is
ty of California,Davis, CA 95616. Boyd is with the mission. Models other than biological much like the guided, nonrandomvariaSchool of Forestry and EnvironmentalStudies,
"Lamarckian"
Duke University, Durham,NC 27706. ? American parents, including peers and grandpar- tion of classical
Instituteof BiologicalSciences. All rightsreserved. ents, are often involved. The cultural transmission.
Naturalselectionis a generalevolutionarymechanism.It can affectculturalevolution indirectlyvia the genesthataffectthe inventionand imitationof culture.It can
also act directlyon culturalvariation.Thebehaviorsfavoredby the two modesof
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Decision-making forces are derived
forces (Campbell 1965). Decisions require rules for making them, and ultimately the rules must derive from the
action of other forces. These decisionmakingrules may be acquiredduringan
earlierepisode of culturaltransmission,
or they may be genetically transmitted
traits that control the neurological machinery for acquiringand retainingcultural traits. The latter possibility forms
the basis of the various sociobiological
hypotheses about culturalevolution (Alexander 1979, Lumsden and Wilson
1981).These authors, among others, argue that the course of culturalevolution
is determinedby naturalselection operating indirectlyon culturalvariationvia
the decision-makingforces.
Naturalselection may also operate directly on cultural variation, for it is an
extremely general evolutionary process
(Campbell 1965). Darwin was able to
formulate a clear statement of natural
selection without correctly understanding genetic inheritance because natural
selection will operate on any system of
inheritancewith a few key properties:
There must be heritable variation, the
variantsmust affect phenotype, and the
phenotypic differences must affect individuals' chances of transmittingthe variants they carry. That variantsare transmittedby imitationratherthan sexual or
asexual reproductiondoes not affect the
basic argument,nor does the possibility
that some of the variants are acquired
under the guidance of individual decisions. Darwinhad no problemin imagining that randomvariation,acquiredvariation, and natural selection all acted
together as forces in organic evolution.
For cultural evolution, we see none
either.
How selection on cultural variation
differsfromrandomand decision-making
forces can be illustrated by the causes
for change in religious preference over
time. A young person might choose
among one of many similarliberal Protestant denominationsaccording to random factors, such as the church's location, the pastor's personality, or
recruitmentby a chance acquaintance.
Such drift-like effects might determine
which churches prosper and which disappear,especially in small communities.
Alternatively, people may select a denominationon the basis of strongpreferences. In ruralPeru, substantialnumbers
of peasantshave converted from Catholicism to Seventh Day Adventism because Adventistmissionariesgave literacy classes, and manypeasantswantedto
July/August 1984

learn to read (Lewellen 1979). The
spreadof Adventismin ruralPeru seems
to have resulted from the decison-making force of biased transmission.
Natural selection may also play an
appreciablerole in changes in the frequency of religious beliefs. Religious
preferenceis highly variablein countries
like the United States, and this variation
is heritable in the sense that children
acquirethe religiouspreferencesof models, usually their parents (Cavalli-Sforza
and Feldman 1981, Kirkpatrick 1936).
Religious belief systems include variation for norms that affect fecundity and
mortality,the basic elements of Darwinian fitness. For example, in one carefully
analyzed sample, Catholics had about .5
more childrenper family than non-Catholics (Janssenand Hauser 1981).Similarly, membersof the abstemiousReformed
Latter Day Saints Church of Missouri
showed sharplylower age-adjustedmortalities comparedto a control population
(McEvoy and Land 1981). These are
strong effects on importantcomponents
of Darwinianfitness, so it is quite possible that natural selection may increase
the frequency of some religious beliefs
relative to others. Whether selection on
culturaltraits is strong or weak relative
to the effects of random and decisionmakingforces is an empiricalquestion.
The direct action of natural selection
on culturalvariationcan greatly complicate the adaptive interpretationof human behavior.To see why, consider the
following thought experiment: First
imagine a system of social learning in
which childrenare constrainedto imitate
only their genetic parents and in which
both parents have equal probabilitiesof
being imitated.Selection will act on cultural variation transmittedin this way,
much as it would act on genes, to increase the fitness of individuals(Durham
1978).
Now imaginea social system in which
teachers, as well as parents,play roles as
models. Selection in this case will favor

cultural variants that make individuals
effective teachers, even at some cost to
success at havingchildren.Selection will
tend to optimize an individual's total
ability to transmit cultural variants to
others as a teacher and a parent, rather
than optimizingonly the genetic fitness.
A MODELOF SELECTIONON
CULTURE
The following simple model shows in
more detail the effects of natural selection on nonparentallytransmitted culture. Considerthe evolution of a dichotomous cultural trait with two variants,
labeled c and d. Each naive offspringis
enculturatedby two models, one of his
genetic parents and a teacher. Suppose
that culturaltransmissionfollows the linear rule given in Table 1, i.e., the parent
has weight A and the teacher I-A.
Also suppose that individualscharacterized by the two differentculturalvariants have different probabilities of becoming parents. The probability for
variant c is Wc and for variant d, Wd.
Finally, suppose that individuals with
differentculturalvariants have different
probabilitiesof becoming teachers. Let
Vc be the probabilitythat an individual
with the variantc becomes a teacher and
Vdthe probabilityfor individualscharacterized by variant d. This means that
there are two different and potentially
conflictingselective processes acting on
the culturalvariants.One process selects
amongindividuals,allowing some to become parents and thereby enculturate
children,while a second process selects
individuals who will become teachers
and also be in a position to enculturate
children.
To determinethe kinds of phenotypes
that result from this kind of selection
process, let us derive a recursionfor the
frequency of the culturalvariant c. Let
Po be the frequencyof c among children
just afterculturaltransmission.First, we
want to compute the frequency of c

Table 1. The probabilitythat naive individuals(children)acquire culturaltraitc or d
as a functionof two available models, one parentand one teacher.
Traitof
Parent

that childacquirestrait
Probability
Teacher

c

d

c

c

1

0

c

d

A

1-A

d
d

c
d

1-A
0

A
1
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among parents and teachers. The fre- where w and v are small enough that w2
and v2 are much smaller than w and v.
quency of c among parents, P,, is
The parameters w and v measure the
selection advantage(or disadvantage)of
PPoW
+
(1 - Po)Wd(1)c
c in the two selection processes. So, for
PoWc
instance, if v > 0 and w < 0, individuals
By analogy, the frequency of the cul- with variantc are more likely to become
turalvariantc among teachers, Pt, is
teachers but less likely to become parents than individuals characterized by
P
(2) variant d. With this assumption the rePoVc
cursion for p is
t = (1 - Po)Vd+ PoVc

Thefrequencyof c aftertransmission P'o = P0 + P0(1 - Po)[Aw + (1 - A)v] (6)
in the next generation,P'o, is given by
the equation:P'o = PPt x (Probability This recursionhas a simple interpretachildacquiresc givenbothteacherand tion. The term [Aw + (1 - A)v] can be
parentarec) + Pp(1- Pt) x (Probability thought of as "effective total selective
child acquiresc given parentis c and advantage." It is the advantageof variteacheris d) + (1 - P,)Ptx (Probability ant c in the selective processes that cull
child acquires c given parent is d and

potentialparentsand teachers, weighted

teacheris c).
by the importanceof parentsand teacher
Assumingthat sets of models are in enculturation.If this term is positive,
formedat randomandthattransmission the variant c always increases; if it is
followsTable1, this equationbecomes negative, the reverse occurs. For exam-

ple, if the "teacher behavior," c, is a
small handicapin becoming a
(3) relatively
parent but a relatively big advantage in
By writingthe [1]in the firsttermas [A becoming a teacher, the frequency of
+ (1 - A)], equation(3) can be simplified behavior c can increase, even if parents
to
have considerably more influence on
=
+
(4) children than do teachers (A is well
P'o APP (1 A)Pt
above 1/2).
Equation (4) says that the frequency of
the culturalvariant c after transmission
SELECTIONAND COSTLY
is the weighted average of the frequenINFORMATION
cies of c among parents and teachers,
wherethe weights are the relativeimporThe model shows that selection acting
tances of parents and teachers in the on nonparentally transmitted cultural
transmission of the cultural trait in variation can lead to the evolution of
behaviorsthat reduce Darwinianfitness.
question.
Now suppose that individuals with One could arguethat this effect is unlikeculturalvariantc are more likely to be- ly to be importantbecause a system of
come teachers, and those with the cul- culturalinheritancewith such properties
turalvariantd are more likely to become would not be favored by selection and
parents.Thus the frequencyof c individ- thus could have evolved only by chance.
uals will be higher among the pool of Selection, the argument would run,
teachers, and the frequencyof d individ- ought to have acted to prevent such
uals will be higheramongparents. Given distorted cultural adaptations either by
equation (4), c could increase in the the creation of decision-makingforces
population if teachers were important that counteractthe effect of selection on
enough, even though d individuals are nonparentallytransmittedculturalvariaassumedto have highergenetic fitness. tion or by preventing nonparentalindiThis intuitiveargumentbecomes more viduals from becoming importantin culprecise by using equations (1) and (2) in turaltransmission.
combinationwith equation(4) to derive a
We believe that this argumentis inrecursionfor the frequencyof the variant complete because it ignores the fact that
c. For a dichotomous trait, this means individualdecision makingmay be costly
that Wd > We and Vc > Vd. To simplify compared with social learning. If the
this process, suppose that selection is costs of individualdecision making are
weak. The weak selection assumptionis high, selection may not favor decisionexpressed mathematically as follows: makingforces that completely compenLet
sate for the maladaptiveeffects of nonparental transmission. Similarly, if
(5) nonparentalpatterns of cultural transWc/Wd= 1 + w and Vc/Vd= 1 + v
P'0 = PPt[1] + Pp(1 - Pt)[A]
+ (1 - Pp)Pt[1- A]
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mission offer advantages to individuals
of economy in informationacquisition,
selection on the genes that underlie a
capacity for asymmetric transmission
may be favored.
All organisms rely to some degree
upon various modes of phenotypicflexibility (Bonner 1980).Phenotypicflexibility can be exemplifiedby trial-and-error
learning: Individuals perform "experiments" to determine the nature of the
local environmentand then, based on the
results and on inherited learning rules,
modify their behavior. Both the experiments and the cognitive machinerynecessary to evaluate them consume time
and resources that could be devoted to
other components of fitness. Thus we
expect phenotypic flexibilityto be more
useful in variable environmentsthan in
constant environments.
Many authorshave arguedthat cultural inheritanceis adaptive because it can
reducethe cost of acquiringuseful information about how to behave (e.g., Bandura1977,Pulliamand Dunford1980).In
simple models in which culturallytransmitted characters can be modified by
individuallearning, selection (acting on
genes) can reducethe importanceof individual learning and therefore the
strengthof the resultingdecision-making
force. This is most likely to occur when
individual learning is costly or error
prone and environmental variability is
not too great (Boyd and Richerson 1983,
1984). Under such conditions, a combination of very weak decision-making
forces and accurateculturaltransmission
may be the best way to acquireadaptive
information.
Nonparentalindividuals may also be
moreuseful models thanparentsbecause
they may be more skilled or knowledgeable. The effort in decision making required to discriminate exactly among
adaptive skills and maladaptiveinclinations of teachers and other nonparental
models may demandextensive and costly empirical checks of each element of
the teacher'sbehavior.In contrast,using
relatively simple, low-cost decisionmakingrules to bias the choice of models, or behaviors to imitate, may substantiallyincrease a naive person's skills
at a tolerable cost of imitating some
maladaptivebehaviors.
Analyzing the evolutionary consequences of a variety of simple bias rules
suggests that nonparentaltransmission
may often be adaptive, despite the cost
of selection, especially in variable environments (Boyd and Richerson 1982,
1984).
BioScience Vol. 34 No. 7

CULTUREAND DARWINIAN
EXPLANATIONS
The foregoing argumentslead to the
following hypothesis about the interaction between genes and culturein human
evolution:
* Culture acts as an inheritance
system.
* Various evolutionaryforces will act
on culturally transmittedvariants. The
directionalforces include decision-making forces and naturalselection.
* If the pattern of culturalinheritance
includesnonparentalor otherwise asymmetrictransmission,naturalselection on
cultural variation can increase cultural
variantsthat are not favoredby selection
on genes.
* Selection on genes can, however, favor nonparental transmission because
this mode of transmission has its own
advantages.
* The capacity for a particularform of
culturaltransmissionwill be favored by
selection on genes whenever the net fitness advantagesexceed the costs. Informationcosts will frequentlyfavor weakly biased imitation of models, even
nonparentalmodels, because the effort
needed to accurately separate adaptive
from maladaptivebehaviors is high.
If this hypothesisis correct, there is no
reason to expect that any particularhumantraitin any particularsociety should
conform to the predictions of ordinary
Darwiniantheory. To understand why
humans behave the way they do, we
must first understandhow the existing
cultural transmission system interacts
with social and environmental contingencies to create a behaviorpattern. To
understandthe evolution of human behavior, we must furtherunderstandwhy
the system of cultural transmissionhas
taken the form that it has; we must
understandwhy selection on the genes
that affect culturaltransmissionfavored
or permittedthat form.
The demographictransitionsin the industrial nations during the last century
may be an example of the genetically
maladaptiveeffects of selection actinigon
nonparentallytransmitted variation. In
terms of simple genetic fitness, this phenomenon is paradoxical. People in the
wealthier nations and classes, with ample resources to devote to raising children, are typically those that most severely restrictfamily size. Poorerpeople
tend to convert their smallershare in the
benefitsof industrialproductionto larger
July/August 1984

families.The wealthygroupsthat reduce
family size are exposed to many nonparental models throughformal education
and participationin large-scale bureaucracies and economic enterprises. And
professionals and managers often feel
that competitionfor the importantroles
in such organizationsconflicts with raising large families. At the same time,
children who compete for such roles
need considerable parental investment
(Terhune 1974). Nonparental transmission may well play an importantpart in
the spreadof norms for small families in
today's developing countries (Caldwell
1976, Freedman1979).
Norms for small families could spread
by selection based on competition for
prestigious roles that are likely to be
effective for nonparental transmission.
Children(or theirparents)might,however, have difficulty evaluating exactly
how heavily to rely on nonparental
teachers and which of their traits to
imitate. Choosing such models well
could increase income, health, and ability to cope with environmentalvariation.
Determining which traits modeled by
teachers yield these benefits and which
decrease fitness is a task in evolutionary
calculus that even scientific students of
the problem would find daunting. More
likely, actual human decisions depend
upon simple rules, such as choosing to
imitate apparentlyhappy and successful
people. Althoughsuch simple rules may
capturemany of the benefits of the nonparental transmission of culture, they
also expose individuals to significant
costs if selection acts directly on nonparentallytransmittedculturalvariation.
The hypothesis that selection on nonparentallytransmittedcultural variation
can sometimes reduce genetic fitness is
logicallyconsistent. Whetherit is correct
is an empiricalmatter.
At least two importantempirical objections can be raised: Perhaps culture
does not actually have the propertiesof
an inheritance system, and so there is
little heritable cultural variation on
which selection could work. The decision-makingforces may be so strongthat
imitatorsare never so naive or so limited
in their choice of models that cultural
variantscould replicate themselves (Alexander 1979, Daly 1982). Or perhaps
every memberof a society knows all of
its culturalvariants, and culturalevolution reduces to environmentallyand genetically influenced decisions about
which of the known behaviors an individual comes to use (Lumsden and Wilson 1981).If all individualsmakeup their

own minds about what and whom to
imitatebased on a wide rangeof alternatives, their culturaltraits cannot depend
on exposure to particularmodels. Individuals in this case would not exhibit
patterns of heritablevariationfor selection to act on (although cultures themselves might be subject to group
selection).
Several lines of evidence suggest,
however, that culturalvariationis actually maintainedin every society because
the decision-makingforces are too weak
to eliminate it. Classical studies of parent-offspringand other familial correlations for such traits as political and religious beliefs (Roff 1950) have long
suggested that substantialheritablecultural variation exists. Modern psychometric analyses of various behavioral
traits (e.g., Cloningeret al. 1979, Eaves
et al. 1978, Henderson 1982) appear to
confirmthis result, even for IQ.
In addition,behavioraldecision theory
provides evidence that human decisionmakingpowers are weak relative to the
amountand complexity of culturallyacquired behavior (Einhorn and Hogarth
1981,Nisbett and Ross 1980,Slovic et al.
1977). If heritable culturalvariation exists, and if the decision-makingforces
are not too strong, naturalselection acting directlyon culturalvariationcould be
an importantforce in culturalevolution.
Indeed, if informationis costly to acquireby individuallearningbut cheap to
imitate, social learningmay be adaptive
because natural selection usually maintains roughly appropriatecultural traits
in high frequency (Boyd and Richerson
1983).
A second objectionis that most cultural variationmay be transmittedby parents, and even if the decision-making
forces are weak, natural selection on a
small amount of nonparental variation
mightbe weaker still. In this way, most
differences between individualsand between groups could stem from cultural
history;at the same time, humanbehavior could be well predictedfrom considering which cultural traits optimize genetic fitness (Durham1978, 1982).
The evidence bearingon this question
is circumstantialand inconclusive. Some
aspects of humanbehavior, such as demographic transition, seem consistent
with a hypothesis based on the effects of
selection on nonparentally transmitted
culturaltraits. Several authors (Pulliam
1982,Richersonand Boyd 1978, Werren
and Pulliam 1981) have argued that the
predominance of unilineally organized
kinship systems in human societies re433

suits from this effect. Another possible
example is the existence of celibate religious orders. It seems plausiblethat, by
avoidingthe costs of bearingor supporting children,celibates could devote more
resources to spreading their beliefs by
nonparentaltransmission.
Because these hypotheses are plausible does not mean they are correct. In
virtuallyevery case, one can constructa
hypothesis indicatingthat the seemingly
maladaptivebehaviorsin questionare, in
fact, genetically adaptive. Others have
argued that low confidence in paternity
can make matrilinealsocial organization
adaptive (Alexander 1979, Green 1978,
Kurland 1979). Celibate priests may be
second or third sons who may increase
theirinclusive fitness by not reproducing
(Alexander1979).
Determiningwhich of these hypotheses is correct in any particularcircumstance requires much more information
than is typically available. There is no
reasonto accept eitherhypothesisa priori. Both sociobiologicalmodels and models based on the effect describedhere are
consistentwith conventionalDarwinism.
Whichhypothesisis correct in any given
situation is an empirical question. For
some behaviors, those involving sexual
jealousy, for example, the sociobiological hypothesis may well be correct. For
others, like celibate religiousorders and
the limitation of family size among the
modernmiddle class, other mechanisms
are more likely at work.
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